Bouncing dynamics of liquid drops impact on ridge structure: an effective approach to reduce the contact time.
Surfaces designed so that liquid metals do not stick to them but instead rebound as soon as possible have received considerable attention due to their significant importance in many practical technologies. We herein design a ridge structure that can induce the drop to rapidly rebound through the combination effect of centre-drawing recoil and the resulting faster retraction velocity. The suitable sharp-angle of the ridge for minimizing the contact time is determined as 20-30°. Further analysis reveals that multi-ridge structure or two-ridge structure with gaps can reduce more contact time. We also highlight the role the impact velocity played in minimizing the contact time, which has been a neglected parameter previously. Our studies would open up a new way to reduce the contact time and control the bouncing dynamics of metal drops, which provides guidance for some potential applications, such as preventing splashing molten drops from depositing on clean surface.